Inter-subunit interactions that coordinate Rad51’s activities
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ABSTRACT

Rad51 is the central catalyst of homologous recombination in eukaryotes and is thus critical for maintaining genomic integrity. Recent crystal structures of filaments formed by Rad51 and the closely related archael RadA and eubacterial RecA proteins place the ATPase site at the protomeric interface. To test the relevance of this feature, we mutated conserved residues at this interface and examined their effects on key activities of Rad51: ssDNA-stimulated ATP hydrolysis, DNA binding, polymerization on DNA substrates and catalysis of strand-exchange reactions. Our results show that the interface seen in the crystal structures is very important for nucleoprotein filament formation. H352 and R357 of yeast Rad51 are essential for assembling the catalytically competent form of the enzyme on DNA substrates and coordinating its activities. However, contrary to some previous suggestions, neither of these residues is critical for ATP hydrolysis.

INTRODUCTION

Rad51 is central to the homologous recombination pathway for the accurate repair of DNA double-strand breaks. The main function of Rad51 is to align a broken DNA end with a homologous sequence on an intact sister chromatid or homologous chromosome. It does so by forming a filament that coats a single strand (formed by other enzymes that process the broken ends), then searching for homologous sequences in duplex DNA and catalyzing the exchange of the matching strands (1).

Yeast and human Rad51 proteins have been characterized extensively. In vitro they bind single- and double-stranded DNA in an ATP-dependent manner (2,3). In the presence of ATP or nonhydrolyzable ATP analogs they can catalyze strand-exchange reactions between homologous DNA substrates (4–6). DNA binding as well as high salt concentrations stimulate the ATPase activity of Rad51 (7,8). These properties parallel those of eubacterial RecA, which performs a similar biological role and shares a conserved core domain with Rad51 (9,10). However, some dissimilarities between the biochemical properties of RecA and Rad51 have been described: they include differences in the ATP hydrolysis rates, in the apparent cooperativity of binding to DNA, and, under certain conditions, the polarity of the strand-exchange reaction (4,11–13).

Electron microscopy studies established that the filaments formed by RecA and Rad51 on DNA are right-handed, helical structures with ~6 protein protomers per turn and that the DNA is bound near the filaments axis (14–16). The pitch of the filaments is remarkably heterogeneous. One factor influencing this heterogeneity is the nucleotide cofactor: filaments formed with nonhydrolyzable ATP analogs (and thus most likely to represent the active state for homology searching and strand exchange) appear more elongated with a helical pitch ranging between 90 and 130 Å, while others formed with ADP or without a nucleotide cofactor are more compressed with a pitch of 60–80 Å. Thus, the switch between the two forms is likely modulated in response to ATP binding and/or hydrolysis, but the details of this allosteric mechanism are not currently understood.
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Notably, Rad51 and its homologs from other kingdoms share a structurally conserved ATPase core domain with many other oligomeric ATPases, including many helicases and the F1 ATPase (17). In many of these systems, residues from one protomer contact the ATP bound to its neighbor. Some such residues, usually arginines, actively participate in ATP hydrolysis and are often called ‘arginine fingers’ (17,18). Others act as ‘sensors’ that couple nucleotide binding to changes in the relative orientation of domains or entire protomers. Recent crystal structures of homologous recombinases identified conserved residues that appeared likely to play similar roles.

Several crystal structures of RecA, Rad51 and their archael homolog RadA have been determined (19–24). Their overall architecture is conserved, with a common core domain, containing both the ATPase and DNA-binding activities, preceded by a polymerization motif. The latter is a single β sheet of another protomer’s core domain. This ‘trans’ β strand is followed by a flexible linker, giving significant structural flexibility to the overall polymer. Rad51 and RadA have an additional helix–hairpin–helix containing N-terminal domain not found in RecA that may serve as a transient docking spot for duplex DNA (25). Instead, RecA has a small C-terminal domain that may interact with duplex DNA but differs in structure and may also be regulatory (26).

Most RecA crystal structures were determined in the absence of DNA, and regardless of the nucleotide cofactor bound, correspond to the inactive or compressed form, with pitches between 72 and 83 Å (19,20,27–30). However, the structure of a RecA filament bound to DNA and a nonhydrolyzable ATP analog has recently been reported, with an extended pitch of 94 Å (24). The major difference between the low- and high-pitch filaments is the relative orientation of the ATPase domains. In the compressed RecA forms, the ATPase site is largely exposed to solvent. In contrast, the ATPase site is buried within the interface between adjacent core domains (Figure 1) in the extended form. This interface agrees well with previous biochemical and EM data, and places a series of conserved residues from one protomer in close proximity to (or in direct contact with) the ATP bound to its neighbor (31–34).

There are still no structures available for the eukaryotic and archael proteins with ordered DNA present. However, scRad51 and mvRadA formed filaments in the crystal with extended pitches, from 104–130 Å, regardless of the nucleotide cofactor (21,23). Although the extended forms vary in detail, like in the case of RecA-DNA filament, the ATPase site is placed between the protomers and conserved residues at this interface contact the nucleotides cofactors; such residues are likely candidates for the roles of sensors or fingers similar to other ATPases.

Here we examine how mutation of some of the conserved interface residues in scRad51 affects the formation of nucleoprotein filaments, in vitro strand-exchange reactions and DNA-stimulated ATPase activity. We focused on H352 and R357, which are situated across from the P-loop in the extended filament structures (Figure 1). These residues participate in a highly conserved network of interactions that connects the two adjacent protomers, the ATPase site, and the DNA. H352 is conserved in most Rad51 and RadA proteins, but replaced by F in eubacterial RecAs, whereas R357 is strictly conserved across family members in all three kingdoms. We also examined the behavior of scRad51 I345T, originally identified in a screen for gain-of-function mutations that bypass the in vivo requirement for the accessory factors Rad55 and Rad57 (35). This mutant was shown to bind DNA more avidly in the presence of ATP. I345 is located at the C-terminal end of loop 2, and its backbone also participates in the network shown in Figure 1. It is conserved as I in most eukaryotic and archael family members but as T in RecAs.

Some structures have implied that H352 and R357 could play a direct role in catalyzing ATP hydrolysis, while others imply that they may be conserved for other reasons. In some structures of archael mvRadA with AMPPNP bound, H280, the equivalent of H352, extends from one protomer into the neighbor’s ATPase site, directly contacting the 3rd phosphate group (36). However, this region appears quite flexible. In the scRad51 filament structure, H352 also interacts the neighboring protomer’s ATPase site, but the contact details differ from those seen in mvRadA and between alternating protomer–protomer interfaces within the same scRad51 crystal (21). In other structures, the helix bearing this histidine is unfolded: those of mvRadA filaments bound to ADP or in the presence of low [K+] and AMPPNP, and the core domain of human rad51 (which lacked the polymerization motif and thus did not form a filament) (22,37,38). In the RecA case, the equivalent residue is a phenylalanine, and thus more likely to be involved in interprotomer communication than catalysis. In the presence of an ATP analog and DNA, but not in other structures, this residue also interacts with the neighboring protomer’s ATPase site (24). Although most changes to this F destroy RecA function, one mutation, F217Y, greatly increases ATP-mediated cooperativity (33).

In most structures, R357 (or its equivalent) forms an ion pair with another strictly conserved residue, E182, and packs against the helix that contains H352. However, in the mvRadA structures where that helix is unfolded, the arginine comes into close contact with the neighboring protomer’s nucleotide cofactor, raising the possibility that it could act as a more traditional arginine finger.

We find that this interface is indeed functionally important in yeast Rad51. Several substitutions of H352 and R357 in scRad51 strongly affect the ability of the protein to form filaments on single and double-stranded DNA and impair the catalysis of strand-exchange reactions in vitro. We also find that R357M and I345T mutants show enhanced ATP hydrolysis in the absence of ssDNA, and altered responses of ssDNA binding to nucleotide cofactor. However, H352 and R357 are not critical catalytic components of the ATPase site. Our data indicate that they are more analogous to the sensors of other related ATPases than to arginine fingers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein expression and purification

ScRad51 was purified as described previously, with minor modification (21). Briefly, Rad51 was expressed in the Rosetta (DE3) pLysS cell line (Novagen) using a PET3 vector (21). After centrifugation, (NH₄)₂SO₄ was stirred slowly into the clarified lysate (0.24 g ml⁻¹) and the solution was centrifuged. The pellet (containing Rad51), was re-dissolved and dialyzed into buffer consisting of 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 50 mM NaCl, 1 M urea, 1 mM DTT. Using an AKTA FPLC (Pharmacia) the protein prep was subjected to the following columns: Q-Sepharose, Hi-Trap Blue, Heparin and Mono-Q (all from GE healthcare). The purified Rad51 protein was dialyzed into 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 30% (v/v) glycerol, 0.5 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT and concentrated. All purification proceeded at 4°C. All mutant proteins were expressed and purified similarly to WT scRad51; the purity was estimated to be at least 95% for each of the proteins used in this study.

Site-directed mutagenesis

Site-directed mutations were introduced using the Stratagene Quikchange Kit and verified by sequencing.

DNA oligonucleotides

DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT and PAGE-purified. The following oligonucleotides were used:

#1: 5'-ACAGCACCAGATTCAGCAATTAAGCTCTAAGCCATCCGCAAAAATGACCTCAAAACAAAAAGGA

#2: 5'-TCCTTTTTGTGGAGGTCATTTTTGCGGA

Figure 1. A network of interactions conserved across three kingdoms. (a) Crystal structure of the scRad51 filament (PDBid 1szp) (21); alternate protomers are colored yellow and green. The ATPase site is at the interface and here contains a sulfate ion in the position where the β phosphate of ATP would bind (shown in space-filling mode). The dotted gray line denotes the filament axis. (b) Enlarged and cut-away view of the boxed portion of part a. The phosphate-binding ‘P-loop’ of one protomer abuts the H352-bearing helix of the neighboring subunit. This loop and the helix following it are oriented similarly in (b–d). DNA-binding loop 2, which is disordered, ends near residue 345. The sulfate ion, and several highly conserved residues discussed in the text are shown. The side chains of T345 and D374 were disordered in this structure. Some of the hydrogen-bonding network is shown as dotted lines, although the resolution of this structure renders some of the details uncertain. (c) The interface seen in the mvRadA structure in the presence of AMPPNP (cyan carbons) but without K⁺ (PDBid 1t4g) (23). The helix following Loop 2 is unfolded, and the conserved R makes a water-mediated contact (red spheres) to the ATP analog (23). (d) mvRadA in the presence of AMPPNP (cyan) and high [K⁺] (purple dot) (PDBid 2fpm)(36). Loop 2 is visible, albeit rather poorly ordered. The conserved H contacts the 3rd phosphate group of the ATP analog. A K⁺ ion also binds this phosphate, as well as D302 and the carboxyl of H280. Although high K⁺ is required for mvRadA activity, the conservation of this aspartate implies that similar ion-mediated interactions are probably important in eukaryotic Rad51 as well. (E) EcRecA in the presence of ADP AlF₄ (cyan and CPK coloring) and ssDNA (PDBid 3cmw) (24). Figures 1 and 7 were made with PYMOL (DeLano Scientific LLC).
#3: 5'-ACACGACCA GATTGGAAATTAAGCTCT
AAG
#4: 5'-CTTAGGCTTATGTCATTGCGGTGC
TGT
#5: 5'-TTCTTTGTGTAGGATTTTGCAGG
TGCTGTTCTGGTCTG

**Strand-exchange assay**

Our assay was based on that of Mazin et al. (5). Duplex DNA with a 31-nt 5' single-stranded tail was obtained by annealing oligos #1 and #2. Rad51-DNA filaments were pre-formed on this substrate by incubating 7 μM Rad51 protein with 21 μM (nt) DNA at 30°C in a reaction containing 30 mM HEPES, pH 7.0, 20 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 6.2 mM ATP and 2 mM Mg(OAc)₂; after 5 min the [Mg(OAc)₂] was increased to 18 mM and incubation was continued for another 15 min. The strand-exchange reaction was started by adding a 31-mer dsDNA (oligos # 3 and 4) substrate in which the strand homologous to the ssDNA tail was 3²P labeled. Aliquots were removed at 0, 15, 45 and 60 min; to stop the strand-exchange reaction EDTA (50 mM), SDS (1%) and proteinase K (500 μg/ml) were added to each. Five-microliter aliquots were loaded onto a 9% polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresed for 2 h at 120 V. Bands were visualized with a Molecular Dynamics Phosphor Imager, and their intensities were measured using the Image Quant software (Molecular Dynamics). The background reaction level was determined from control reactions using Rad51 storage buffer and dried on paper. Binding of the 3²P-labeled DNA to the filters was quantified as in the strand-exchange assays. The binding efficiency was calculated as the ratio of signal on both (nitrocellulose and DEAE) filters. Five micro-liter drops from the reaction mixture were applied on the filters; for each reaction triplicate aliquots were applied on top a DEAE one, supported by Whatman 5 qualitative filter paper. Five micro-liter drops from the reaction mixture were applied on the filters; for each reaction triplicate aliquots were filtered through a double filter binding assay was used (35,39).

**DNA-binding assay**

A double filter binding assay was used (35,39). Nitrocellulose filters (0.45 μm HAWP, Millipore) and DEAE membranes (Whatman) were prepared as described (39). Binding reactions were carried out in 20 mM MES pH 6.2, or 20 mM Tris-acetate, pH 7.5, 10 mM Mg(OAc)₂, 1 mM DTT, 7.5 μg/ml BSA, 0.6 μM (nt or bp) 3²P-labeled 63-mer DNA (either oligo #1 or the duplex of #1 and #5) was titrated with Rad51. For comparison to the ATPase assays (i.e. the experiments in Figure 3), the conditions were 50 mM MES pH 6.2 or 30 mM Tris-aceitate, pH 7.5, 15 mM MgAc, 15 μM (nt) ssDNA. All reactions were equilibrated at 30°C. After incubation, samples were filtered through a vacuum manifold apparatus with a nitrocellulose filter on top a DEAE one, supported by Whatman 5 qualitative filter paper. Five micro-liter drops from the reaction mixtures were applied on the filters; for each reaction triplicate aliquots were filtered. The filters were washed with buffer and dried on paper. Binding of the 3²P-labeled DNA to the filters was quantified as in the strand-exchange assays. The binding efficiency was calculated as the ratio of signal on the nitrocellulose filter to the sum of the signal on both (nitrocellulose and DEAE) filters.

**ATPase assay**

ATP hydrolysis rates were measured in a coupled ATP-regenerating and NADH-oxidation system (40–42). Reaction contained 30 mM Tris-aceitate pH 7.5 or 50 mM MES pH 6.2, 50 mM KCl, 5 mM ATP, 15 mM MgAc₂, 10 U/ml pyruvate kinase, 10 U/ml dehydrogenase, 0.3 mM phosphoenolpyruvate, 50 μg/ml BSA, 1 mM DTT, 250 μM NADH and 5 μM Rad51. After 15 min incubation at 30°C, each reaction was divided into two 118 μl aliquots. Two microliters of ssDNA 63-mer (oligo #1) was added to one such that the final DNA: protein ratio was 3-nt/protomer; these samples were equilibrated for an additional 30 min at 30°C to allow the formation of protein–DNA filaments. Two microliters of water was added to the other aliquot, followed by a 5 equilibration. After equilibration, the decrease in absorbance at 340 nm (resulting from NADH oxidation) was monitored for at least 20 min at 30°C using the kinetics mode of a Beckman Coulter DU640B spectrophotometer. For each protein variant control experiments were performed with longer timescales (1 h) in order to check if the rates remained stable during this time interval. Each result reported in Figure 3a is the average of at least three independent experiments.

The ATPase rate was calculated from the following equation:

\[
\text{rate} \text{[min}^{-1}] = -\frac{1}{C_0} \frac{dA_{340}}{dt} \frac{\text{OD}}{\text{min}}(K_{path}^{-1}) \text{[moles ATPase}^{-1}])
\]

where \(K_{path}\) is the molar absorption coefficient for NADH for a given optical path length (42). The rates were corrected for background NADH decomposition of controls containing no ATPase.

**SFM**

The dsDNA used in the SFM experiments was made by linearizing plasmid pDER11 with ScaI (43). The resulting 1821-bp blunt-end linear double-stranded DNA was deproteinized by phenol:chloroform:iso-amyl alcohol (25:24:1) extraction, precipitated with ethanol and dissolved in H₂O.

Rad51 nucleoprotein filaments were formed in a 10 μl reaction volume containing 25 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM cofactor (ATP or AMPPNP), 7.5 μM DNA (concentration in nucleotides), 2.5 μM Rad51 and 30 mM KCl. Reactions were carried out at 37°C for 30 min and then placed on ice. For imaging, reaction mixtures were diluted 15-fold in deposition buffer (10 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl₂) and deposited on freshly cleaved mica. After 20 s, the mica was washed with water (glass distilled; SIGMA) and dried with a stream of filtered air. Images were obtained on a NanoScope IIIa and a NanoScope IV (Veeco Instruments) with a type E scanner, operating in tapping mode in air. Silicon tips (NanoProbes) were obtained from NanoWorld.

The filament lengths were measured by manual tracing from NanoScope images imported into IMAGE SXM 1.62 (NIH IMAGE version modified by Steve Barrett, Surface Science Research Centre, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK).
RESULTS

Mutation of H352 or R357 strongly impairs strand-exchange activity

WT and mutant scRad51 were tested for their ability to catalyze a DNA strand-exchange reaction. In addition to H352A, H352Y, H352F, R357M and R357K we also tested two control mutants, I345T and K191R. The I345T scRad51 functions as a positive control in our assays, since it is fully active in vitro in binding ssDNA, hydrolyzing ATP and catalyzing strand-exchange reactions (21,35). K191R, in the P-loop, has been shown in both Rad51 (44–46) and RecA (47,48) to drastically reduce ATP hydrolysis without destroying binding. These studies have also shown that K to R mutants are partially active in catalyzing strand-exchange in vitro and, for scRad51, in vivo (49).

We assayed strand exchange between oligonucleotide substrates (5) (Figure 2). Filaments were pre-formed on tailed substrates and the reaction started by adding 32P-labeled homologous dsDNA. The reactants and the products were differentiated by gel electrophoresis. All the mutations at H352 and R357 severely impaired strand exchange, as shown in Figure 2; the most active, H352Y, exchanged only 30% of the substrate in 60 min, whereas the WT and I345T proteins were able to complete the strand-exchange reaction in 60 min (I345T was slightly faster than WT). For the P-loop mutant K191R a moderate decrease in reaction efficiency was observed (strand exchange was ~50% complete after 60 min), in accordance with previous in vitro analysis (44). Thus, even relatively conservative substitutions of the interface residues H352 and R357 severely impact the strand-exchange activity of Rad51.

ATP hydrolysis is impaired but not abrogated by mutation of H352 or R357

ATPase activity was measured in an NADH coupled assay (41,42). To determine the stimulation of ATP hydrolysis by DNA, rates were measured in the absence and in the presence of an ssDNA oligo (oligo #1). Control experiments determined that under identical solution conditions this 63 mer stimulated the ATPase activity of WT Rad51 similarly to longer ssDNA substrates such as poly(dT)96 or PhiX174 (data not shown). As the formation and stability of Rad51 filaments on oligonucleotides can be influenced by pH (50), we performed both the ATPase and the DNA-binding assays at two pH values, 6.2 and 7.5. In the absence of DNA, WT Rad51 hydrolyzed ATP very slowly (~0.018 min⁻¹). After ssDNA 63 mer was added and the protein–DNA filaments allowed to form, the hydrolysis rates increased 7- and 15-fold at pH 7.5 and pH 6.2, respectively.

As expected, I345T showed ATPase activity comparable to or slightly higher than the WT protein (Figure 3a) (35). The ATPase rate of this variant was also elevated in the absence of DNA. On the timescale of our assay, K191R was inactive: under no conditions were its ATP hydrolysis rates distinguishable from controls with no Rad51 added. This confirms that K191 is a key catalytic residue and shows that our protein preparations are not contaminated with other ATPases.

The mutations at H352 and R357 did not abolish ATP hydrolysis activity, or its stimulation by ssDNA. However, in all cases, particularly at pH 7.5, the rate of ssDNA-stimulated ATP hydrolysis was significantly lower than for WT protein. The sharp contrast between the behavior of the H352/R357 mutants and the K191R mutant argues that, unlike K191, H352 and R357 are not essential for ATP hydrolysis. Nevertheless, the impact of point substitutions of these highly conserved residues on the ssDNA stimulated ATPase activity is quite large, and was even larger in initial assays carried out at lower protein and DNA concentrations. We hypothesized that the decreased levels of stimulation are related to the deficiency of these mutants in forming filaments on ssDNA. Our DNA-binding studies described below support this interpretation (Figure 3a and b).

One of the variants, R357M, is unique in that upon DNA addition its hydrolytic activity is initially slightly stimulated, but subsequently becomes 0 (Figure S1). Under our reaction conditions the initial stimulation lasts for about 30 min and the calculated amount of ATP hydrolyzed during this time interval is substoichiometric with respect to the protein. We do not understand the molecular origins of this effect but suspect that it might be related to our finding (discussed below) that ATP inhibits ssDNA binding by R357M. It is not simply the result of exonuclease contamination, because
control experiments showed no degradation of a 32P-labeled 48-nt ssDNA after a 5-h incubation in the presence of 28 mM Rad51 and 10 mM Mg ++ (data not shown).

ssDNA binding correlates with ssDNA-stimulated ATPase activity

To examine if any correlation exists between the ssDNA stimulated ATPase activity and the efficiency of ssDNA binding, we performed DNA-binding assays under conditions virtually identical to those used in the ATPase assays. Binding efficiency was determined by a filter binding assay (35,39).

Figure 3b shows titrations of a 32P-labeled 63-mer ssDNA with protein in the presence of the same concentrations of ATP and Mg ++ as those used in the ATPase assays. All of the mutants at H352 and R357 bound ssDNA poorly at pH 7.5, although some (H352Y, H352A) bound reasonably well at pH 6.2. Rad51-I345T bound ssDNA with higher affinity than WT [as previously reported (35)]; this was especially striking at low pH, where ~9-fold less of the I345T mutant was required to achieve half maximal binding, and we were probably in a stoichiometric binding regime.

For each protein variant, we interpolated the DNA-binding curves at the protein concentration where the ATPase assays were performed and plotted the DNA-binding efficiency (Figure 3a). This highlights the correlation between the efficiency of ssDNA binding and the stimulation of ATP hydrolysis by ssDNA. The notable exception is P-loop mutant K191R which, although it binds DNA efficiently, cannot detectably hydrolyze ATP. By comparison point mutations in position R352 and R357 show measurable rates of hydrolysis that generally reflect their deficiency in ssDNA binding.

I345T and R357M substitutions alter the coupling between binding of ssDNA and nucleotide cofactor

Two variants, I345T and R357M, hydrolyzed ATP faster than the WT protein in the absence of DNA at pH 6.2. The relative stimulation of ATPase activity by ssDNA was lower for these mutants than for the WT. This was especially striking for R357M which showed only a 2-fold stimulation and—as previously mentioned—even this effect is short-lived.

Further experiments showed that for both I345T and R357M the normal coupling between DNA and ATP binding is altered. When ATP-dependent and ATP-independent ssDNA binding are directly compared (Figure 4), WT Rad51 binds ssDNA in the absence of ATP, although not as well as in the presence, as expected (2). However, binding of R357M to DNA appears to be inhibited by the presence of ATP while—surprisingly—for I345T no DNA binding in the absence of ATP could be detected.

SFM shows impaired filament formation by H352A and R357M

The effects of these mutations on filament formation were visualized by scanning force microscopy analysis of
unfixed samples. This technique allows visualization of irregular structures, implying possible dynamic rearrangements (51).

None of the proteins tested showed significant filament formation on dsDNA in the absence of nucleotide cofactor. WT scRad51 formed irregular filaments on dsDNA in the presence of ATP and Mg$^{2+}$ (Figure 5a). At a protein:DNA ratio of 1 protein to 3 nt, scRad51 only partially covered the DNA substrate. It formed more regular filaments on dsDNA in the presence of the nonhydrolyzable ATP analog AMP-PNP and Mg$^{2+}$. Here also, the DNA was only partially covered: each DNA molecule had multiple separate filament segments of different lengths. (Because of the variable amount of DNA covered the contour length of these partial filaments was not analyzed.)

I345T behaved similarly to WT with respect to filament structure. On dsDNA irregular filaments were formed in the presence of ATP and regular filaments were formed in the presence of AMP-PNP (Figure 5b). However, in contrast to WT, I345T covered the whole DNA substrate at the same protein:DNA ratio. That suggests enhanced and/or more cooperative dsDNA binding by the I345T protein, which correlates with the filter binding assays of both ss- and dsDNA binding (Figures 3 and 6).

To estimate DNA extension in the I345T filaments, their contour length was measured and compared to that of bare DNA. The average length of the nucleoprotein filaments protein formed by I345T with AMP-PNP was 0.754 nm (±0.006, n = 35), while that of bare DNA was 0.530 nm (±0.001, n = 120). This DNA extension of 42% is somewhat less than the 50% extension of DNA within hRad51 filaments determined previously in the same way, perhaps due to small unbound DNA segments that were not resolved in these images (51).

The H352A and R357M variants did not form filaments on dsDNA in any conditions tested (±ATP or AMPPPNP; Figure S2). Both proteins formed ill-defined complexes that only occasionally bound double-stranded DNA. Filter binding assays also showed very poor dsDNA binding by these proteins, even in the presence of ATP (Figure 6). Poor binding to the duplex product provides an additional explanation for their poor strand-exchange activity.

**DISCUSSION**

We found that residues H352 and R357, at the interprotomer interface, are critically important for Rad51 function. Substitutions in these positions significantly impaired
the ability of Rad51 to catalyze in vitro strand-exchange reactions. Our DNA binding, ATPase and SFM data indicate that the H352 and R357 mutants were deficient in their ability to undergo ATP-dependent polymerization on DNA—a critical step for assembling the catalytically competent form of the enzyme. In the absence of DNA, Rad51 mutants H352A/Y/F and R357M/K hydrolyze ATP similarly or—in some cases—slightly better than the WT protein. This result indicates that (i) the observed functional deficiency of these variants is not caused by misfolding or nonspecific aggregation and (ii) neither H352 nor R357 is critical for hydrolysis per se. Under conditions where their DNA-binding handicap is at least partially overcome (e.g. high concentrations), the mutant proteins can, indeed, hydrolyze ATP in a DNA-dependent manner. Notably, ATP binding and not hydrolysis is critical for function of homologous recombinases (47–49). Like some other AAA+ superfamily members, Rad51 may use ATP to control a conformational switch, becoming activated by cofactor binding and resetting upon cofactor release (17). Although our data show that H352 and R357 are not analogous to the trans-acting catalytic arginine fingers often found in NTPases, they are good candidates for trans-acting sensors of ATP presence. Recent work suggests that D374 of scRad51, conserved as K in RecAs and D in Rad51/RadA proteins, may aid catalysis in trans: a cation bound by the equivalent D302 of RadA interacts with the ATP's 3rd phosphate, as does the lysine of RecA (Figure 1d and e) (24,52,53). However, this residue's main role may also be in sensing the presence of ATP (and thus properly organizing the interface) rather than in directly catalyzing its hydrolysis.

The similar behavior of the H352 and R357 mutants indicates that they probably disrupt the same cooperative pathway of interactions required for the ATP-dependent assembly of active Rad51-DNA filaments. H352 is ideally located to promote communication between filament subunits: it protrudes from an α helix and can dock into the neighboring protomer's ATPase site. The two structures most likely to reflect the active state for homology searching and ATPase activity are those of RecA with ADP + P, and mvRadA with AMPPNP and high K + (which activates this archaeal enzyme's activity). In both these cases, this conserved H/F stacks against the side chain of an invariant glutamine (326 of scRad51; 194 of RecA). This glutamine, which has long been proposed to be involved in ATP–DNA crosstalk (30,54,55), appears to position an invariant glutamate, which in turn positions the attacking water molecule in the ATPase site (Figure 7). The helix bearing this conserved H/F structurally links the 3rd phosphate of the ATP analog to the DNA-binding end of loop 2. At the N-terminus of the helix, the DNA's phosphate backbone contacts the backbone NH groups of two highly conserved glycines, while at the C-terminal end, the carbonyl of the H/F interacts with a positive charge that bridges it to the cofactor's 3rd phosphate: the tip of K248 in RecA and a K + ion bound to D302 in RadA. These highly conserved charged interactions may also stabilize the helix by interacting with its dipole moment. Since this helix is unfolded and/or poorly ordered in several archaeal structures that do not include all the cofactors and/or form high-pitch right-handed filaments (37,38,56,57), its dynamics may play an important regulatory role. R357 lies on a β strand that packs against the H352-bearing helix. In the mvRadA filament in the presence of ADP or AMPPNP but the absence of the high K + required to activate this particular enzyme, the unfolding of this helix allows R357, normally occluded by the helix, to make a water-mediated contact with ATP bound to the neighboring protomer (22,23). The conformational metastability of this protein segment may be important in propagating changes associated with ligand and cofactor binding.

The importance of this segment following loop 2 has also been noted in prokaryotic RecA proteins, where it was termed a ‘RecA signature sequence’ (58). Mutagenesis studies suggested that F217 and R222 of Escherichia coli RecA (analogous to scRad51 H352 and R357, respectively) are involved in propagating ATP-mediated allosteric transitions between protein subunits in the filament (31–33). Our data suggest that the Rad51 and RadA proteins possess a similar ‘signature motif’ in this region with a similar role in filament formation and activation.

Some of our results with the I345T scRad51 variant were quite unexpected. We initially employed I345T as a positive control, since it had been previously characterized in vivo and in vitro. Our data agreed that it has increased affinity for DNA and elevated ATPase rates (35). In addition, the SFM images showed that it coats dsDNA substrates better than the WT protein. Since the I345T substitution is in DNA binding loop 2, a simple explanation for these results would be that it increases Rad51’s affinity for all DNA. However, this hypothesis cannot explain the fact that at pH 6.2 the I345T mutant displays an increased ATP hydrolysis rate in the absence of DNA as well as an absolute requirement for the ATP cofactor in DNA binding—two new results reported here. I345T’s absolute requirement for ATP in DNA binding at low pH was quite unexpected. WT Rad51 is known to bind ss- and dsDNA in the absence of ATP, although the ATP-independent binding mode is unlikely to be physiologically relevant (2). In vitro, however, the two binding modes are not interconvertible and indirect evidence suggests that they are mechanistically different. I345T should be useful for addressing the differences between these two binding modes in future studies.

The I345T mutant is more sensitive than WT to the presence of cofactor, and in this sense, more RecA-like. Exactly why, however, is not immediately clear from the available static crystal structures. In RecA, this residue is conserved as T in the WT protein, and it does not contact the DNA at all. However, it lies within the critical loop 2, and the two glycines immediately following it bind the DNA (Figure 1). The backbone carbonyl and nitrogen of this T are hydrogen bonded to the strictly conserved N193, which immediately precedes the allosteric affector Q194. In mvRadA, the equivalent residue is I273, and even in the absence of DNA it makes similar interactions. Loop 2 is in a similar, although not identical conformation, to that seen in RecA when bound to DNA. It may be
that isoleucine in this position stabilizes a conformation of loop 2 that is competent, but suboptimal for DNA binding. This might explain why WT Rad51 is less dependent on ATP for DNA binding than the I345T mutant. Threonine at this position may enhance DNA binding in the presence of ATP because when the suboptimal conformation is no longer stabilized, ATP binding can more easily drive a conformational change to the optimal configuration.

In sum, these data establish the functional significance of the intermolecular interface seen in the scRad51 and the RadA crystal structures. The conserved residues chosen for mutation (H352, R357 and I345) are not critical for catalysis of ATP hydrolysis but rather play important
roles in coordinating cofactor binding to functionally important conformational changes.
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